
Microsoft has made sharing easy. We can share directly from files, from SharePoint, Teams, or 
even drop files in Teams chats. Almost every time this happens, unique permissions, and maybe even 
anonymous links are created. Even if you’re enough of a PowerShell expert to understand global M365 
permissions, how do you know if there’s an issue? 

As an MSP, you need to help keep your customers’ collaboration secure. You may 
need to:  

•   Control external sharing without restricting it for everyone
•   Easily keep track of who has access to what
•   Manage and enforce membership for Teams without spending tons of time maintaining and reviewing 

settings (operationalize and scale common tasks) 
•   Understand what sensitive content has been overshared, or which users may have too much access
•   Review anonymous links periodically to expire or remove them

How do you even know where to start? Your ability to offer higher-margin managed security services 
starts with conducting a rapid Risk Assessment for your customers’ collaboration environments.  

Challenges Businesses Face:

Find out:

Minimize Security and Compliance Risk  
Prove value in collaboration security with a rapid Risk Assessment.

Who has access to sensitive data in your Microsoft 365 environment?

With whom data is shared?

If sharing this data poses a risk to your business?

What data external users can access, specifically? How your level of risk is evolving over time?

Which documents have been shared with a particularly large number of people (or the entire 
company)?

Which Teams contain so-called shadow users? (Shadow users are users who are not members 
of a Team, but who can access a team’s SharePoint site based on sharing permissions).



AvePoint’s Risk Assessment quickly summa-
rizes updates and changes to your customers’ 
environment, as well as identifying and 
prioritizing high-risk action items that require 
further action. This low-cost, high-impact 
service that can also be used as a benchmark 
to assess risk exposure overtime. 

The time to value is key here. Risk Assessment 
Service comes with a report, providing MSPs 
a way to show their customers the value of 
investing in collaboration security. With the 
click of a button, the risk assessment tool 
scans your customer environment, sends that information to Elements, and then it automatically builds out 
a detailed risk report that you can easily share with your customers Right now there’s no other way to get a 
centralized, easy export of a risk report that can be presented to customers who may be unaware of the risk 
related to sensitive items like external users and externally sharing documents.

Data-Driven Insights to Minimize Security and Compliance Risk:

	 Enable	centralized	reporting	on	Microsoft	Office	365	security	in	near	real	time

	 Discover	potential	risks	and	exposed	content	in	Microsoft	Office	365

 Demonstrate suggested solutions to mitigate risks

Personalized and Prioritized:



What’s Next?

Offer Solutions that Scale your Business

Building on the Risk Assessment, AvePoint Policies, paired with Insights, provides additional 
capabilities that produce recurring revenue opportunities for MSPs. 

Insights allows MSPs to monitor Office 365 
permissions with tenant-wide security reports 
across your Microsoft cloud services. Insights 
aggregates sensitivity and activity data across 
your tenant, so your critical permissions issues 
are prioritized for action. Then, edit in bulk from 
actionable reports. 

Next, enable AvePoint Policies to act on those 
findings. We make it easy to automate common 
rules for access, settings, external sharing, and 
more. As Policies catches configuration drift, notify 
users and even revert the change automatically. 
Securing collaboration in Teams, Groups, Sites, 
and OneDrive has never been easier.

Find and prioritize              
what matters

Monitor and fix           
exposure hot spots

Enforce and prevent 
security risks over time



Is your customer’s environnment risk-free? Start with AvePoint’s rapid Risk Assessment via Elements.  

Elements is built on AvePoint Online Services, a 100 percent Microsoft Azure-hosted Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) platform that helps companies take advantage of Microsoft 365’s benefits – without compromising 
control. Elements solutions are sold exclusively to and through our partners, making it even easier for 
businesses of any size—and their managed services providers—to take advantage of AvePoint’s powerful 
technology. Whether you have just one, or multiple tenants, you have the ability to offer the ultimate 
collaboration resilience for your end-user customers.

About Elements

AvePoint Online Services is trusted by over 9 million cloud users, allowing partners, business users, 
decision makers, and IT administrators to migrate, backup, and manage collaboration workspaces and 
CRM data.

“No other solution gives us the capability to operate these kinds of managed services on behalf of our 
clients.”  David Huseonica, President and CEO, Cloud|AG
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View our Confidence Platform Security Brochure or visit our Trust Center.
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